A conversation between a 30-year veteran (Mind Mix Radio USA) in the fight against the New World Order
(NWO) and someone (Ms. name changed) that is a product of The_Great_Awakening. In this email converted
in to a downloadable (pdf) document is one of the most conclusive discussions of the current situation.
*An important read for anyone in the last 7-years newly "aware" of the global take over. Down load and/or
share the link. **Some redaction and (name change) for the parties privacy. *** Pod Casters can make
inquires for introductions at TheS2project.com website Mail Room.

(Mind Mix Radio USA) 01/10/2021:
EMERGENCY INTERRUPT FROM THE DANIEL
OF -----------. WE FULLY EXPECT CIVIL WAR TO BREAK OUT WITHIN 72 HOURS. NANCY
PELOSI, SCHUMER, MCCONELL HAVE JUST SIGNED A MOTION INVOKING THE
INSURRECTION ACT WHICH WILL HIT THE FLOOR MONDAY MORNING. WE HAVE THE
MEETING MINUTES AND SPOKE TO THE PRESIDENT. HE WILL BE DECLARING MARTIAL
LAW AND THAT IS IMMINENT. IN ADDITION, HIS FORCES UNDER THE COMMAND OF
GENERAL FLYNN WILL BE ARRESTING ALL TRAITORS IN THE ELECTION FRAUD AS
THEY HAVE COMITTED HIGH TREASON. LAST, PREPARE FOR THE POWER TO GO OUT.
THE DEEP STATE VERY LIKELY TO DETONATE IN HIGH ATMOSPHERE AND CREATE EMP.
PREPARE AS THOUGH YOU WERE LIVING IN THE YEAR 1750. ASK OAKISTAN BECAUSE
THEY JUST FELT OUR WRATH FOR INTERFERING IN THE GEORGIA SENATE RUNOFF
USING THE DOMINION SERVER WHICH WAS SOLD BY JAMES COMEY TO THE CHINESE.
YOU MAY BE ASKED BY GOOGLE OR ANY NUMBER OF APPS ON YOUR PHONE TO MAKE
SURE UPDATES ARE ON. IT IS VITAL YOU GO THROUGH YOUR PHONES SETTINGS AND
TURN OFF ALL UPDATE SETTINGS-PERIOD! THE DEEPSTATE WILL NOT COVER
PRESIDENT TRUMPS MESSAGE TO THE PEOPLE SI THEY ARE TRYING TO DOWNLOAD
MALWARE WHICH WILL SHUT THE EMERGENCY BROADCAST SYSTEM DOWN. SO MAKE
SURE YOUR PHONES AND COMPUTERS WILL NOT ACCEPT ANY UPDATES, COMPUTERS
TOO. YOUR MICROWAVE IS A NATURAL FARRADAY CAGE SO WHEN YOU ARE NOT
USING YOUR PHONE PUT IT INSIDE THE MICROWAVE, AS WELL AS, ANY CREDIT CARD
OR CHIPPED ITEM. GOOGLE HAS ALREADY STARTED TAMPERING WITH APPS SO GET ON
THIS YOU HAVE VERY LITTLE TIME. LAST, YOU KNOW WHAT YOU NEED TO SURVIVE.
YOU HAVE AT MAX 24 HOURS TO GET IT. S------ D--------. DANIEL -------------------

On Mon, Jan 11, 2021 at 5:52 PM (Ms. name changed) <(Ms. name changed).ls@aol.com> wrote:
Hi. I'm one of the ones that is on the email list from (THE S2 PROJECT). You sent a reply to one
of his latest emails about preparing with gassing up a car, food, and being ready if we have to
leave our homes.
Is this for real?
Are you talking about people in large cities?
Do you know or have been told something is going to go down here in the USA? I know you don't know me,
but I'm getting scared and confused. On social media, some I follow talk about being prepared for about 10
days or so of food and water stored, and such but I don't know if they are just pulling our my leg and being
nonsense or something is actually going to or may happen in this country. IF this is not some kind of joke, is it
just for those living in DC? I know come the 20th people are going to be very angry and I know that the troops
are on the ground in DC guarding it because there is concern of American citizens rising up and trying to go to

the state capitals all over the USA. I hope that doesn't mean that our own men and women in the military are
turning against us and we're all going to be under some kind of lock down.
I hope you can give me a little bit of insight of what you meant with being prepared, even though we don't
know each other.
Thanks for your time
(Ms. name changed)
**
Hi (Ms. name changed), Yes it is awful this state of affairs has gone on so long. With every year the price of correcting it
goes higher and there is no escape to anywhere else on the planet. That's the problem with high civilization and technology.
With great knowledge comes great responsibility. I am aware of the different knee-jerk approaches to the current situation.
Unfortunately it is too late for secession or fleeing to some other country -- most are further down the NWO road than we
are. This is going to require the many to correct directly.
Yes I believe the Biden/Kam admin will destroy what is left if left to their own devices and agenda. They will be replaced by a
worse pair: Pelosi and Hillary. This does not mean there is no more America. America was never our government. Many will
say wow she just said what?!!! Yes I did say that. Think back for a moment about our founding documents. The Constitution
was written and instituted to set the boundaries of operation restraining our government and setting organization to the
division of powers, checks and balances, and affirmation of its responsibility to protect and defend natural rights, which
ensures most of that restraint. Our values and principles are based on Natural Law...Gods Law. John Locke, William
Blackstone, and Charles de Montesquieu are the authors of the written works on Natural Law often described as the "political
bibles" of the constitutional fathers. Our Founders repeatedly asserted the primacy of Natural Law and declared that no
government in America could ever arbitrarily infringe upon the people's natural rights to life liberty, and property. So consider
in this context that our Government is NOT American. It is our PEOPLE practicing the living culture of the ancients Natural
Law day to day which is America. Where one man or woman makes the stand to defend that culture and its PEOPLE, so
there stands America.
A document General George Washington carried in this personal saddle bags to Boston the day after being appointed the
army's Commander (June23 1775), was one adopted by Congress and he was ordered to have it published upon arrival in
Boston. That document was the Declaration on Causes and Necessity of Taking Arms that Congress adopted It was largely
the work of John Dickinson with the help of Thomas Jefferson. Not many people know about this document. It was a literal
and very specifically worded forerunner to our Declaration of Independence.
The document is dated July 6 1775. It begins:
A Declaration by the Representatives of the United Colonies of North America, now met in General Congress at
Philadelphia, setting forth the causes and necessity of their taking up arms.
If it was possible for men, who exercise their reason, to believe, that the Divine Author of our existence intended a part of
the human race to hold an absolute property in, and and an unbounded power over others, marked out by his infinite
goodness and wisdom, as the objects of a legal domination never rightfully resistible, however severe and oppressive, the
Inhabitants of these Colonies might at least require from the Parliament of Great Britain some evidence, that this dreadful
authority over them, has been granted to that body. But a reverence for our great Creator, principles of humanity, and the
dictates of common sense, must convince all those who reflect upon the subject, that government was instituted to promote
the welfare of mankind, and ought to be administered for the attainment of that end. The legislature of Great Britain,
however, stimulated by an inordinate passion for a power, not only unjustifiable, but which they know to be peculiarly
reprobated by the very constitution of that kingdom, and desperate of success in any mode of contest, where regard should
be had to truth, law, or right, have at length, deserting those, attempted to effect their cruel and impolitic purpose of enslaving
these Colonies by violence, and have thereby rendered it necessary for us to close with their last appeal for Reason to
Arms.....-- (excerpt) Declaration on Causes and Necessity of Taking Arms. page 53 book: Founding America,
Documents from the Revolution to the Bill of Rights. George Stade Consulting Editorial Director. Barnes and Noble
Classics New York.
In this you see the struggle in the context of government failing representation and that this followed by despotism,
abandonment of truth, law, and right being just cause for taking up arms, spelling out a government and consequently a
nation is implemented for the good of a People...thus it is the People who are America not the current cretins in control of its
power.
You also clearly see the Founders point out the involvement of God in government and governance...that everything a
government does is weighed and measured against the principles we uphold before the Divine Author of our existence....tthat
tyranny, despotism, abuse of power is not acceptable and must be rectified.

This is where we are at right now. They fought this terrible iniquity with powder, ball, musket, and will. They chose to stand
for what they believed in...that the fight was a defense of not only themselves but a divine expectation and character which
defines us as a People. The divine providence we have enjoyed for over 200 years has stemmed from this and will again if
we stand for that divinity once again. Hope and Grace exists where we do. God is only the divine partner who respects our
free will. The weimar germans failed this test. Now it is our turn.
(Mind Mix Radio USA)
On Tue, Jan 12, 2021 at 1:00 PM (Ms. name changed) <(Ms. name changed).ls@aol.com> wrote:
Hi (Mind Mix Radio USA). Thanks for the reply. It's really awful how this country has just gone on so long and not cared
about the long corrosion, I certainly never really cared about politics but at the same time, they have been in power for so
long, it's just normal to know that DC didn't care about the people. Some people believe that the military will rescue us and
bring down the cabal, some others believe that it's over and Biden/Harris will be in charge and they want secession in their
state, and I personally wish some could become independent but I'm sure that wouldn't matter much.
I for one don't have resources like a bunker to live in or a lot of food and water in storage, but I do live in a very
small farming town and I do believe that God is with us and will provide. So that's it, right? No more America?
Under the coming administration they will destroy what's left of this country? Is there any country on the planet
that the cabal or the NWO doesn't care about?
Again, thanks for your quick reply.
(Ms. name changed) .
On Tue, Jan 12, 2021 at 1:28 AM (Mind Mix Radio USA) <cyrellys.mt@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi (Ms. name changed), my friends call me (Mind Mix Radio USA) as it's a bit easier than using
my ful name. Yes I was serious about what I said and for good reason.
The story of how we have arrived at where we are right now is very long. One could start to tell
it at a variety of time points, but for the newly awakened such as yourself asking these very
important questions, you have needs that must be attended to first.
To answer your question, we're on the cusp of a kinetic war over a very old corruption that has
been working on a 100 year short plan that started in earnest around the turn of the century over
a 100 years ago. You are familiar with the classical Italian mafia? Now consider this type of
corruption but at a much greater age and much higher social standing around the world and you
have what is termed the New World Order Movement. or NWO for short.
Before I close out this email I will leave you with a webpage to read...a briefing by a group of
police officers for other police officers that was written up over a decade ago but still serves very
well as one of the most concise proof of paradigm starting points for any newly awakened who
come face to face with this corruption.
The military is currently divided. Some are following the corrupted government in DC others are
supporting and abiding Trump as the legitimate winner of the stolen election. I have seen for
myself more than enough proof of what happened and yes I advocate we the People uphold the
rightful winner...he is POTUS for the next few years unless we the People were to hold another
election ...something I do not suggest doing until those methodologies, machines, software and
criminals are held accountable and a fresh paper & people system is put in the former's place.
No one I know is going to accept the situation as it currently stands. What went down in DC on
the 6th was NOT liberty community patriots. Most of the crowd were newly awakened and very
angry mainstream americans who were present when a mixed group of Antifa, BLM, and military
special operations intelligence operatives went in under cover of the chaos agency of the
Antifa/BLM attack to obtain access to the computers left behind by some of the criminal reps
involved in the current crew. This is my analysis of all available information and variety of
contacts.
For the newly awakened mainstreamers it was a trap to enable mainstream media and the
criminals among the congress critters to demonize and criminalize patriots. In 2013 John Kerry
signed the UN Small Arms Agreement. This was illegal and it was never ratified by Congress,
but the NWO has been long doing actions with impunity not caring what is legal or not. The UN
Small Arms Agreement had a accompanying document which I personally pulled from the UN
website at the time. It is no longer on their website. It's the UNODA Civilian Weapons
Confiscation Study Group pdf outlining confiscation plans for all American firearms. In 2017

another document that has "Submitted" on the first page is a response sent from the US federal
government to the UN handlers of the Small Arms Agreement specifying the US intent to
compliance and it gives two "Points of Contact". One of those points is the ATF which was
recently in the news violating the 2nd Amendment in CA over bump stocks.
I mention these very key documents because the NWO is over a decade behind in
implementing the NWO global governance plan which includes disarming the American Public
so other procedures can be subsequently implemented such as removing land owners from
their property. Promises were made to China about substantial amounts of land in the western
US states for colonization and the rest of the population will also be subjected to removal and
relocation for the purpose of implementing the Agenda 2030 globalization plan. You may see
more on that from World Economic Forum on #globalredesigninitiative. In 2016 Hillary Clinton
quit harping on the Global Redesign Initiative when Trump suddenly and unexpectedly won.
She adjusted the language to say "Clinton global initiative" to save her own bacon.
I want to clarify EVERYTHING I've told you here is not Q information. This is all known, proven verifiable
information from the Liberty Community. Q is not liberty community. As far as we understand it is a military
intelligence operation in support of Trump and the fight against human trafficking, illegal organ harvesting, and
adrenochrome production for elites as a fountain of youth elixer at the expense of the children who are laid out
on gurneys tortured to oxidize their blood with adrenaline and then drained of their blood to produce the
serum, most production of which occurs in illegal locations in slavic states like the Ukraine overseas. Other
elite activities in these veins included the cannibalism harvests and the hunting parties of human females and
children. In a nutshell that is what Q was focused on. It is as an operation targeted for demonetization and
destruction in the public view. It's own system inhabitant (career military) myopia has not exactly protected it if
you get my drift. But that is the reality of this fight. Anyone resisting will be badmouthed by the cretins up one
side and down the other no matter who you are. That said I am not hostile to Q or any of its Anons. I am an
advocate of communication across all boundaries.
So we are coming down to a fight. Everyone is feeling it, and its obvious you are feeling how tense everything
is right now. In 2016 the Liberty Community called out to America to prep their communities as many had
prepped their families with supplies, medicines, equipment, food and self-sufficiency like seeds and skills.
America chose to ignore the call. In fact many TV shows went on to imply those preppers were hoarders and
should be treated as criminals or sick, having their carefully acquired supplies stolen from them in the event of
any emergency. So the communities were not properly prepped and supplied for what we now face. This is
what we call THE RECKONING. There is a bottle neck of events, chaos, and actions by the various parties in
the fight which is causing such angst that it can even be registered on certain electromagnetic energy
monitoring devices.
We expect a kinetic fight to break out. The NWO is expected to cross the final lines now long drawn in the
sand of our nation. There is likely if this happens to be many casualties. Only awake and aware Americans
who've properly prepped will be equipped and free to help their fellow Americans. There will likely be terrible
hardship due to failures to prep. It can no longer be helped. There simply is not enough supplies in the
available pipelines and the globals are slowly locking everything down so that even those will be drained. To
accomplish their agenda they have to drain ALL liquidity and recourse from the nation. That has been in
progress since COVID became so convenient. Depopulation as they do not require 95 percent of the planet's
population is part of the whole thing. The vaccine is already killing and more will die long slow miserable
deaths from it.
There is more, always is...books have been written on every facet of the NWO's agenda and activities but
most don't know as censorship is not new.
What you need is the ability to retreat from any danger that may arise. A safe destination or safer destination
than where you left. You need the ability to communicate with other patriots to achieve those things. You
need food, clean water, and hope. You may see terrible things in the journey to come, but you are here today
because you are innately strong. There's an inner strength there waiting to be tapped by yourself for the
benefit of yourself and others. To help others you must first find it within to help yourself. This is indeed a
spiritual fight not just a physical one. Your mettle is going to be seriously tested, but you would not be here
alive in this moment if you were not well equipped as a strong soul to handle it. Make sure you have good
shoes with newer tread comfortably broke in always within reach. Winter clothing and thermals to get you thru
the worst weather were you to have to spend winter outdoors. Do your best to know your neighbors and stay
close to good friends and family. Help each other. Your lives will depend on working together thru thick and
thin. If you see others like family with children or seniors who need help, pay it forward by helping them to the
best of your ability. We never know the value of those we help but everyone in this great scheme of Life
matters in the long run.

Remember fear is a tool...it's like the alarm clock that helps you to rise and not be late for some work or
appointment. You control it. Don't let it rule you. Always make good use of reasoning skills. Think all your
choices thru before you leap. And remember it is your right and your duty no matter what anyone else tells
you, to defend yourself and those you love.
Upcoming:
- Implementation of the 25th Amendment to remove Trump before the 20th (See State Department notice)
- Insurrection Act implementation by either party
- Martial Law declared or undeclared
- Lockdown (total) implemented already in Britain no one can leave their home but once per week
- Lockdown (near total) implemented already in portions of CA - no travel allowed further than 100 miles from
home
- Military assets on the move
- Inauguration (control of public perception chit show)
- More dividing control of communications & travel
- Gun Confiscation
- Forced Vaccination with the toxic vaccine
- Skirmishes, gangs looting, more violent demonstrations by the Chaos Actor groups.
- Bank lockdowns (Mastercard was nixed in New Mexico 1/10/2021 confirmed)
Do not let anyone take you away anywhere. You will not survive. They do it, you fight then and there for your
life. Lethal if necessary. The depopulation crowd are not playing around. Quarantine camps were designed
by Halliburton for set up in 72 hours and include disposal capabilities for the non-essential. 95% Planetary
Depopulation means virtually everyone is non-essential. This corruption practices adrenochrome production,
child predation, cannibalism, and more. Killing every man woman and child in this nation to get rid of the
problem is not above them! If you live to see them come for you or your family, you FIGHT and take as many
of them with you as possible IF you can't escape. Because you will be giving someone else the opportunity
down the line to survive.
I don't care if anyone says all this is crazy. I've spent 30+ years doing my homework and the people who
helped me learn were in it longer. My desire for proof of paradigm was satisfied years ago. I've watched the
nightmare come to fruition. Right now people who survived the Nazis, Soviets, Romania, and other murderous
tyrannies are seeing this in America and telling us they are terrified. Our answer to them is this is not going to
win on our watch. Unlike our predecessors, we're not going down without the fight. And there is more of us
than there is of them, even if they bring in the foreigners like they planned to do with the UN and the Chinese.
Our answer to their threats is BRING IT MOFO.
(Mind Mix Radio USA)
01/12/2020 1:27 AM
Montana

